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TRICASTER MINI POSITIONING
High-level description
NewTek TriCaster Mini is the most complete, compact multimedia studio in the world.
Target buyers
• People who don’t produce video professionally, but want to add streaming, multimedia or
live video to their communications toolkits with the convenience of using off-the-shelf
HDMI cameras
• Broadcasters and video producers who want to use their professional SDI cameras and
equipment to produce top-quality, multi-camera video from any location
Their requirements
Produce and publish video content quickly, stream live events from anywhere, and make even
the smallest presentations look like network television
Unlike other solutions that
Provide limited capabilities to justify an entry-level price, or require expensive equipment,
complex setup and a professional crew
The TriCaster Mini solution
Provides a full suite of creative production capabilities to turn the smallest productions into
engaging video content—in the office or on the go.
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TRICASTER MINI MODELS

TriCaster Mini HD-4sdi
•
•
•
•

Built for producing top-quality professional video using SDI equipment
Hundreds of built-in capabilities for switching, streaming, recording, and
publishing
Space-saving case display for real-time video monitoring
Full capacity multimedia storage for playback and capture

TriCaster Mini HD-4i
•
•
•
•

Ideal for creating live and on-demand video with prosumer HDMI cameras
Hundreds of built-in capabilities for switching, streaming, recording, and
publishing
Space-saving case display for real-time video monitoring
Full capacity multimedia storage for playback and capture

TriCaster Mini HD-4
•
•
•
•

Designed for do-it-yourself live video
Hundreds of built-in capabilities for switching, streaming, recording, and
publishing
Essential hardware and storage for streamlined workflows
Supports off-the-shelf HDMI cameras
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TRICASTER MINI KEY MESSAGES
•

Ideal for professional video producers and non-video people: Newcomers and
professionals alike can use TriCaster Mini to produce engaging, multi-camera video from
anywhere. With a user-friendly software interface, simple setup, and familiar A/V
connections, it’s the fastest, easiest way to create and publish great video content,
stream it live, and make an ordinary presentation extraordinary.

•

No professional installation or expertise required: You don’t have to be a video expert,
own a studio, or know your way around a broadcast control room to deliver your
message with network-style results. With an all-in-one design, familiar camera
connections and a do-it-yourself setup—and without any complicated software
installation or hardware configuration—you can be on your way to making a show within
minutes of opening the box.

•

Easy to learn, with room to grow: TriCaster Mini uses familiar, point-and-click software
interactions with on-screen tools – meaning anyone with experience using a computer
can begin making a show within minutes. And with hundreds of built-in capabilities,
optional hardware control surfaces, and a growing list of compatible third-party products
and applications, you can easily work your way up to creating more sophisticated
programs and utilizing more advanced production workflows.

•

Lightweight and portable: You don’t have to lug around any big, heavy equipment, or
deal with complicated logistics. The small footprint is perfect for creating and streaming
content from your desktop, office, event space – or packing in backpack or carry-on and
making your show from anywhere.

•

Reach every audience: With little more than a camcorder and an internet connection,
you can stream and publish television-quality video content for a global audience.
Produce live webcasts, add videos to your YouTube channel, and post clips and grabs to
Facebook and Twitter – and engage all of your social networks simultaneously.

•

Saves you money: TriCaster Mini integrates a studio full of production capabilities into
one compact solution—eliminating the multiple equipment investments required to get
anything close to equivalent functionality from comparably-priced alternatives.
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KEY BENEFITS
TriCaster Mini lets anyone create great multimedia content
•
•
•

Use everyday camcorders or professional cameras with plug-and-play ease and get
network-quality results
User-friendly software interface and simple controls to start creating video immediately
Room to learn, grow and evolve your show with hundreds of built-in capabilities

TriCaster Mini is fast, straightforward, and easy to setup
•
•
•

All-in-one design with the same plugs and ports you know from your home electronics or
your current equipment
No complicated software installation or hardware configuration
Ready to go live right out of the box

TriCaster Mini has everything you need built right in
•
•
•

Switch cameras, build video playlists, add graphics and titles, mix audio, and impress
with special effects like virtual sets and animated transitions
Use computers, smartphones, and other compatible third-party products as video
sources over the network
Broadcast, live stream, project, record and publish – simultaneously – to deliver content
to screens and audiences of all sizes

TriCaster Mini is sized to make and stream content from anywhere
•
•
•

Compact design sized just right for any office, event space, or desktop
Lightweight and portable for making your show on the go
Built-in case display for monitoring video output on select models

TriCaster Mini saves you money
•
•
•

Eliminates the need for a studio full of expensive production equipment and a
professional crew
Doesn’t require multiple equipment purchases for a complete production workflow
HDMI-ready models support budget-friendly, off-the-shelf camcorders to reduce overall
cost of ownership for newcomers and cost-conscious professionals
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TRICASTER MINI KEY FEATURES
INTEGRATION
Audio

Manage and monitor sound with multi-channel audio mixing, including configurable
settings for all internal and external audio input sources, and 4 stereo output mixes

Digital I/O

Plug-and-play input of up to four SDI cameras or four HDMI cameras to produce
live video with professional-quality results

Playback and Graphics

Incorporate short-form and long-form video clips, images, graphics, animations and
audio tracks into productions with multiple channels of integrated media playback

Recording

Capture clips for live playback or publishing, and record entire productions for post,
archive and on-demand purposes with integrated IsoCorder™ technology

Video Over IP

Send and receive video over IP to and from compatible technologies with native
integration of NDI™ and AirSend™ on both network inputs and the network output

OPERATION
Automation

Record, store, edit and automate commands and operation sequences

Control

Optional hardware control surfaces and support for breakout operation via any
number or combination of compatible control interfaces

Delivery

Deliver to multiple destinations simultaneously—over the air, across the network, to
local displays and projectors, and to live streaming and social media sites

Monitoring

Customize the operator environment to preference, freely scaling from a single user
interface, to a dual-display workspace, to a quad-monitor control center

Production Switcher

Mix and manage productions of any scale, in resolutions up to 1080p, integrating
multiple cameras, IP video sources, stored media, graphics, transitions and effects

PRODUCTION
Mix Effects

Configure 4 M/E buses, each supporting 2 sources and independent overlay, for
sub-mixing, multi-layer compositing and live virtual sets

TransWarp Effects

Design and present custom, full-color animated transitions and effects, complete
with alpha channel, embedded audio and real-time 3D video warping, with the most
powerful integrated effects engine available in any turnkey video production system

Video Tools

Customize production elements with fully configurable color correction tools, 3D
object positioning, cropping, and keying

Virtual Sets

Transform any location into an elaborate virtual environment with integrated
LiveSet™ technology, compositing live video sources into beautifully-rendered
scenes that can include multiple angles, virtual camera movements, real-time
reflections, and specular highlights
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TRICASTER MINI TECH SPECS
Switcher Channels
Video Input
1

Network Sources

Robotic Camera Support
Media

Buffers

Mix/Effect Buses (M/E)

Macros

DSKs
Effects and Transitions

Virtual Sets

16 - 6 external, 6 internal, 4 M/E buses
4 simultaneous live video sources (HDMI or SDI; connection type varies by model)
• Per-input auto-detection of format, resolution, and frame rate
• Per-input scaler (including 3:2 intelligent pull-down) and frame synchronizer enabling
intermixing of formats
• Per-input color correction, crop and LiveMatte™ keyer controls
2 live inputs via Gigabit connection, selectable from any available network sources with support
for video, audio and alpha channel
• Supported sources include NDI™-compatible and AirSend™-compatible systems,
devices and applications, networked computers via iVGA™, USB video sources, video
over IP sources, RTMP and RTSP streams, HTTP streaming video sources, and video
and CG sources from compatible third-party partner solutions
Access up to 4 live Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) robotic cameras via standard serial and network
protocols, with preset system and user interface control over camera orientation, zoom, focus and
iris
5 integrated digital media players for video, graphics and sounds
• 2 x DDR
• 2 x GFX
• 1 x Sound
15 still & title buffers, with multiviewer, title editing and presets
• Shareable across a network for watch folder application, with real-time edit and update of
content
4 freely configurable M/E buses for video mixing, compositing, effects and virtual sets, each
supporting independent key layer, TransWarp effects, and Adobe® Photoshop® blending mode
effects
• Mix mode: Enables secondary switcher operation for output, submix or recording, with
Program/Preview workflow and transitions
• Effects mode: Enables multi-layer compositing, effects generation and virtual set
application, with per-source 3D DVE, scaling, cropping and keying
Record configurations and operation sequences, then attach to control surface buttons, keyboard
shortcuts, MIDI buttons, GPI triggers or on-screen hotspots for recall and automation
• Macro editor for modifying user-defined macro configurations and sequences
• Augment and extend TriCaster operation using macro plug-ins to control external devices
and applications
• Enable cross-platform commands and automation between supported systems
2 primary DSK channels, plus 1 additional key layer per M/E bus, each with independent transition
controls, 3D DVE, scaling, cropping and integrated TransWarp effects
Integrated TransWarp effects engine on all effects channels supporting standard transitions,
customizable animation store transitions with audio, and overlay effects
• Supports per-pixel alpha blending between sources and real-time 3D warping of video or
graphics
• Includes Animation Store Creator for custom animations
30+ HD live virtual sets, with presets, multiple camera angles, real-time reflections, and specular
highlights
• Live pan and zoom of virtual camera and customizable virtual camera presets with
animated pan, zoom and pedestal moves
• Support for up to 2 switchable live sources, with per-source 3D DVE, scaling, cropping
and keying
• Supports custom-created virtual sets generated using NewTek Virtual Set Editor or thirdparty partner solutions
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Holographic Live Virtual
Sets
Hotspots
Video Output

Recording

1

Support for custom virtual environments generated from panoramic smartphone, camera or DSLR
images
• Select sets included; custom sets require Virtual Set Editor 2.5 (sold separately)
Up to 8 freely configurable, interactive hotspots per input for macro control
Configurable for up to 6 output connections (plus case display ), with support for key output and
per-connection signal settings
• 2 x digital video outputs (HDMI or SDI; connection type varies by model)
• 2 x supplemental Display outputs (1 x DVI and 1 x video-only HDMI) for additional
screens or projectors
• 1 x Stream output
• 1 x Network output via NDI or AirSend to compatible receiving device(s)
Multi-track, multi-format recording of up to 4 simultaneous channels via IsoCorder™ technology
• Native recording in up to 1080p with timecode
• Encoding format selectable from: QuickTime® (XDCAM HD compatible, 4:2:2 encoding,
24-bit audio), MPEG-2 (high or normal profile), AVI (SpeedHQ), and H.264 (high or Web
quality)
• Freely choose to add recordings to Publish queue and DDR destinations
5

2

TriCaster Mini HD-4sdi and HD-4i:
Standalone recording of up to 4 simultaneous channels to internal storage (see Recording
Capacity for more details)

Recording Capacity

Grab
Media Publishing
Live Streaming

2

TriCaster Mini HD-4:
Standalone recording of up to 2 simultaneous channels to internal storage (see Recording
Capacity for more details)
Simultaneous recording of up to 4 channels (2 channels per drive) to included storage or other
supported storage configurations
• Supports recording to external storage via USB 3.0
• Supports shared storage integration via third-party partner solutions
TriCaster Mini HD-4sdi and HD-4i:
2 x 750GB internal drives
• Supports standalone recording of up to 4 channels simultaneously
• Accommodates a total of ~30 hours 1080i (varies by resolution and format; capacity
expandable using additional supported storage)
TriCaster Mini HD-4:
1 x 750GB internal drive only
• Supports standalone recording of up to 2 channels simultaneously; up to 4 channels with
external drive attached (not included)
• Accommodates a total of ~15 hours 1080i (varies by resolution and format; capacity
expandable using additional supported storage)
Grab full resolution, de-fielded still images from Program output, and freely choose to add grabs
to Publish queue, Media Player presets and Buffer destinations
Supports direct content upload to Facebook, Twitter™, YouTube™, FTP, local or external
volumes, and network servers
HD live streaming with simultaneous stream file archive
• Support for RTMP streaming, Microsoft® Windows Media® Push/Pull, and browserbased streaming applications
• Support for most common streaming profiles and custom multi-bitrate streaming profiles,
including presets up to 720p
• Streaming Profile Manager with integrated Web browser
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Audio Inputs

3

Audio Outputs

3

Audio Mixing

Supported Session
Formats
4

Supported Media File
Formats

Media Import
Media Export
Monitoring

4 x embedded digital audio via video inputs (HDMI or SDI; connection type varies by model)
1 x 1/4” (6.35 mm) balanced mic
2 x 1/4” (6.35 mm) balanced line
2 x embedded digital audio via video outputs (HDMI or SDI; connection type varies by model)
2 x 1/4” (6.35 mm) balanced line
1 x 1/4” (6.35mm) stereo headphone jack
Integrated multi-channel audio mixer for internal and external audio sources, outputs, stream and
headphones, with 4 fully independent stereo output mixes
• Pan control, solo auditioning, seven-band equalizer and stereo compressor/limiter per
input and output, with per-input audio delay control
• Multi-bus routing of audio source channels to any combination of outputs, with
independent level control over channels 1/2 and 3/4 for quad sources
• Audio Follow Video system enabling audio to follow multiple video sources, with support
for unlimited audio grouping combinations
• Digital audio inputs equipped with audio time-base synchronizers
• Supports hardware control via Avid® Artist Mix audio control surface (sold separately)
TriCaster Mini HD-4sdi:
NTSC model:
• 1080/30p, 1080/60i, 720/60p, 720/30p, 480/60i
Multi-Standard model:
• NTSC 1080/30p, 1080/60i, 720/60p, 720/30p, 480/60i
• NTSC-J 1080/30p, 1080/60i, 720/60p, 720/30p, 480/60i
• PAL 1080/25p, 1080/50i, 720/50p, 720/25p, 576/25i
TriCaster Mini HD-4i and HD-4:
NTSC model:
• 1080/30p, 1080/60i, 720/60p, 720/30p, 480/60p
Multi-Standard model:
• NTSC 1080/30p, 1080/60i, 720/60p, 720/30p, 480/60p
• NTSC-J 1080/30p, 1080/60i, 720/60p, 720/30p, 480/60p
• PAL 1080/25p, 1080/50i, 720/50p, 720/25p, 576/50p
• Video: AVI, DV, DVCPro, DVCProHD, FLV, F4V, H.263, H.264, MOV, MKV, MJPEG,
MPEG (1, 2, all profiles, program or transport streams), MP4, WMV, WebM, and more
• Image: PSD, PNG, TGA, BMP, JPEG, EXR, RAW, TIF, and more
• Audio: AIFF, MP3, WAV, and more
Import Media application for batch import of files with optional transcoding to file formats suitable
for live production use
Export Media application for batch export of files with optional transcoding to compatible formats
for different applications and devices
DVI and HDMI monitor outputs for user interface and multiviewer displays
• Preview all sources or select sources in a variety of layouts and dual-monitor display
combinations via Workspaces control panel
• Multiviewer windows freely configurable for any combination of input sources, Program,
Preview, M/E buses, clocks or images
• A/V indicator and guide overlays configurable per multiviewer window
• Integrated case display (source or output monitor only; external monitor required for user
interface)
Integrated Waveform and Vectorscope, full field rate with digital calibration, color preview and
support for ITU-R Rec. 601 and 709
Setup and store session settings in reusable template sessions
~1.0-2.0 frames
5

Signal Monitoring
Session Management
Throughput Latency
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Processing
Tally
MIDI
Case Display

5

Built-In WiFi
Built-In Bluetooth
System Physical

Video: 4:4:4:4, 32-bit Floating Point
Audio: Floating Point, 96 kHz
Support for network tally via NDI
Support for standard MIDI protocol enabling third-party device control of TriCaster operations via
macros
TriCaster Mini HD-4sdi and HD-4i:
7.0 in (17.8 cm) LCD screen with configurable output (source or output only; external monitor
required for user interface)
TriCaster Mini HD-4:
Case display not available
Supports wireless connection to local network
• 802.11ac WiFi standard
Support for keyboard and mouse using wireless Bluetooth technology
• 4.6 x 9.2 x 7.9 in (11.7 x 23.4 x 20.1 cm)
• 9 lbs (4.1 kg)
• Includes adjustable handle and cable retention bracket

Subject to change without notice.
HDMI and SDI options available. Hardware configuration and specifications vary by model.
1

Video input and output connections vary between models
Recording and recording capacity specifications vary between models
3
Audio input and output connections vary between models
4
Supported SD session formats vary between models
5
Case display not available on all models
2
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COMPARISON TABLE – TRICASTER PRODUCT LINE (4-INPUT)
Feature
Video Format
Digital I/O (SDI or HDMI)
Analog I/O (Component, Composite, Y/C)
Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) Camera Support
Switcher Channels
External Switcher Video Sources
Internal Switcher Video Sources
Standard M/E Buses
Virtual Inputs
Output Connections (max)
Recording Channels (max)
Animation Buffers
Still & Title Buffers
Live Virtual Sets
Media Publishing
IsoCorder™ Recording Technology
TransWarp Effects
Animation Store Transitions
Holographic Live Virtual Set Support
Macros
Hot Spots
MIDI Support
Avid® Artist Mix Audio Control Support
Multi-View Monitoring
Configurable Viewports
Genlock
Hardware Tally
Supplemental HDMI Output
Supplemental Display Outputs
Built-In WiFi
Built-In Bluetooth
Case Display Option
Removable Storage
Hardware Fail-Safe
Software Fail-Safe
TriCaster Advanced Edition Support
Form Factor

TriCaster 40
HD/SD
Yes
14
6
3 + Black
4
5
1
24
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Desktop

TriCaster Mini
HD/SD
Yes
Yes
16
6
5 + Black
4
6
4
15
30+
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Mini

TriCaster 410
HD/SD
Yes
Yes
16
6
5 + Black
4
7
4
15
30+
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2RU

TriCaster 460
HD/SD
Yes
Yes
Yes
16
6
5 + Black
4
11
4
5
10
30+
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2RU

Subject to change without notice.
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REFERENCE: TRICASTER MINI CONNECTION ILLUSTRATIONS

FRONT
HD-4i and HD-4

FRONT
HD-4sdi

REAR
All models

IMPORTANT: The port labeled HDMI IN on the REAR panel is disabled. Connecting an HDMI
camcorder (or other HDMI device) to this port will not supply video to TriCaster Mini.
HDMI video input is only supported by the VIDEO IN ports on the front of TriCaster Mini HD-4i and
HD-4i. HDMI video input is not supported natively by TriCaster Mini HD-4sdi.
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REFERENCE: TRICASTER MINI HARDWARE DIMENSIONS
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REFERENCE: TRICASTER MINI CS PANEL ILLUSTRATION

For layout reference only; not to scale

REFERENCE: TRICASTER MINI CS DIMENSIONS
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REFERENCE: TRICASTER 460 CS DIMENSIONS

TriCaster 460 CS dimensions (TriCaster Mini compatible)
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PRODUCT FAQ
Q: How are the TriCaster Mini models different?
TriCaster Mini models all share the same software-driven live production technology, but the
hardware configuration varies from model to model, with the following differences:
I/O
•
•

TriCaster Mini HD-4sdi includes SDI inputs and outputs, with embedded audio.
TriCaster Mini HD-4i and HD-4 each include HDMI inputs and outputs, with
embedded audio.

Case Display
• TriCaster Mini HD-4sdi and TriCaster Mini HD-4i each include a case display with
configurable output built into the chassis for local monitoring purposes.
• TriCaster Mini HD-4 does not include a case display.
Recording and Storage
• TriCaster Mini HD-4sdi and TriCaster Mini HD-4i each include two 750GB internal
hard disk drives (HDD) for a total of 1.5TB of storage, accommodating approximately
30 hours of HD video (varies depending on format and resolution) and allowing for fullcapacity ISO recording (4 channels) without requiring external storage.
• TriCaster Mini HD-4 includes one 750GB internal hard disk drive (HDD),
accommodating approximately 15 hours of HD video (varies depending on format and
resolution) and standalone ISO recording of 2 simultaneous channels. External storage
(such as a USB 3.0 high-speed portable hard drive) is required to achieve full-capacity
ISO recording (4 channels).
The most suitable TriCaster Mini model may vary from customer to customer, depending on
their budget and workflow requirements. Please see the Quick Compare table below, along with
the images, illustrations, and information throughout this NewTek Product Sales Guide for
additional reference.
QUICK COMPARE – TriCaster Mini Models
I/O (with embedded audio)
Case Display
Internal Storage
Base Recording Capacity (HD)
Standalone ISO Recording
Supported SD Session Formats

TriCaster Mini HD-4sdi
SDI
Yes
2 x 750GB HDD
~30 hrs
4 channels
480/60i
576/25i

TriCaster Mini HD-4i
HDMI
Yes
2 x 750GB HDD
~30 hrs
4 channels
480/60p
576/50p

TriCaster Mini HD-4
HDMI
No
1 x 750GB HDD
~15 hrs
2 channels
480/60p
576/50p
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Q: How is TriCaster Mini different from TriCaster 40?
TriCaster Mini is generally positioned as a prosumer A/V product and represents an ideal
solution for non-video people, given its support for everyday, off-the-shelf HDMI camcorders,
all-in-one design and connectivity comparable to home electronics. With the introduction of the
TriCaster Mini HD-4sdi model, TriCaster Mini may also appeal to video professionals with SDI
production equipment seeking portability and value. For these customers, it represents a
significantly more capable option than TriCaster 40, which is ideally suited for upgrading and
transitioning from SD to HD using legacy cameras and equipment, particularly in education and
worship markets.
Q: What about features – how is TriCaster Mini different from TriCaster 40?
TriCaster Mini supports an all-digital I/O workflow and utilizes the same software platform as the
TriCaster Pro Line models, including support the optional TriCaster Advanced Edition add-on
software. Meanwhile, TriCaster 40 supports an all-analog I/O workflow and utilizes the original
TriCaster XD software platform. Refer to the Comparison Table on page 11 for a more detailed
view of the differences between TriCaster Mini, TriCaster 40 and the 4-input Pro Line systems.
Q: How is TriCaster Mini HD-4sdi different from TriCaster 410?
The primary difference is hardware. Like TriCaster 410, TriCaster Mini HD-4sdi supports HD-SDI
connectivity, but combines the benefits typical of professional-grade SDI production workflows,
such as the increased coverage range of SDI cabling and the security of locking BNC
connectors, with the unmatched size, simplicity and portability of NewTek’s Mini form factor.
Meanwhile, TriCaster 410 provides benefits geared towards broadcasters and video producers
with fixed or mobile SDI workflows, including a 2RU rack mount form factor, and built-in
hardware fail-safes and tally support—professional features which meet the demands and
requirements of studio and vehicle integration, permanent installations, and high-performance
productions.
Q: Why HDMI?
For the targeted audience of non-video people, support for everyday HDMI camcorders is ideal.
HDMI is a familiar connection that they will recognize from their home and office electronics, and
these camcorders and their accessories are readily available, relatively inexpensive, and
generally easy to use. This allows TriCaster Mini HD-4i and HD-4 customers to get up and
running with video quickly, easily and on even the most limited budgets. While the format has its
advantages and disadvantages like any other (quality vs. cost of HD-SDI, quality vs. cabling
requirements and availability of HD Component, etc.), NewTek has taken efforts to alleviate
concerns with HDMI regarding cable lengths and locking connectors by making a qualified
4 x 100’ HDMI cable kit available for purchase, and including a cable retention bracket with the
product that drastically reduces the potential for accidental disconnects when attached. There
are also a variety of third-party solutions available for longer cable runs, including those that
convert HDMI to CAT5 or CAT6.
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Q: Does TriCaster Mini accept HDMI video sources that employ HDCP (High Definition
Copy Protection)?
HDCP is respected. If an HDMI video source employing HDCP is connected to TriCaster Mini
HD-4i or HD-4, it will display black rather than the protected content (ex. copy-protected Blu-ray
or DVD video).
Q: Does TriCaster Mini accept standard HDMI cables or is the cable kit a required
purchase?
For the convenience of customers who may require longer cable runs, NewTek has qualified the
4 x 100’ cable kit for use with TriCaster Mini HD-4i and HD-4. However, the cable kit is not a
required purchase. Customers are free to use the HDMI cables or cable solutions of their choice
that are compatible with their selected camcorders—at their own discretion.
Q: Does TriCaster Mini accept video from a computer over HDMI (or over DVI with an
HDMI converter)?
Yes.
Q: Some computer graphics cards can’t be specified to output 59.94 – how does TriCaster
Mini handle HDMI computer inputs that aren’t timed to a specific clock rate?
Each TriCaster Mini HD-4i and HD-4 input includes a switch for computer display correction in
the configuration panel that, when enabled, automatically corrects clock rate mismatches.
Q: What about the video delay in HDMI cameras – can TriCaster Mini delay audio to sync?
The TriCaster Mini audio mixer includes per-input audio delay settings that can be configured to
compensate for any upstream video delays.
Q: There is a port on the rear panel labeled HDMI IN – is this another input?
No. The port labeled HDMI IN on the rear panel is disabled. Connecting an HDMI camcorder (or
other HDMI device) to this port will not supply video to TriCaster Mini. HDMI video input is only
supported by the VIDEO IN ports on the front of TriCaster Mini HD-4i and HD-4. HDMI video
input is not supported natively by TriCaster Mini HD-4sdi. Refer to the Connection Illustrations
on page 12 of this Sales Guide for additional reference.
Q: Does TriCaster Mini work with GoPro cameras?
TriCaster Mini HD-4i and HD-4 are designed for cameras that output a video signal over HDMI
(or via a suitable HDMI converter). In fact, the kit used for our introductory TriCaster Mini press
briefing included a current GoPro model as part of the live demonstration. However, individual
camera models and versions may send video out differently depending upon their manufacturer
specs, and each customer’s needs, projects, and budgets will vary, so NewTek doesn’t make
specific camera recommendations.
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Q: Does TriCaster Mini support robotic Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) cameras?
Yes. TriCaster Mini includes the same support for PTZ cameras as the other TriCaster Pro Line
models.
Q: What video formats does TriCaster Mini support?
TriCaster Mini supports the same video formats as the other TriCaster Pro Line models,
including 1080p, 1080i, 720p, SD 16x9 and SD 4x3 selections. Please refer to the product tech
specs for all available resolutions and frame rates for NTSC and Multi-Standard versions.
Q: Are there analog audio inputs and outputs?
Yes. TriCaster Mini includes one balanced 1/4” (6.35 mm) TRS jack for microphone audio input
and two balanced 1/4” jacks (L/R) for line audio input. TriCaster Mini also includes two balanced
1/4” jacks (L/R) for line audio output and one 1/4” stereo jack for headphones audio output.
Q: What are the electrical specifications of the 1/4” audio inputs and outputs?
+4dBu, balanced.
Q: Is there phantom power on the microphone input?
No.
Q: How many channels of HDMI audio are supported – 2 or 4 channels?
TriCaster Mini HD-4i and HD-4 audio inputs and outputs are stereophonic. It is possible to route
audio from any input to channels 3 and 4 for recording purposes only.
Q: What are the monitoring options for the case display in the HD-4sdi and HD-4i models?
Can it be used for the user interface?
An external monitor is required for the user interface. The case display shows Program output
by default, but can be configured to show the Preview selection, any single switcher source,
buffer, the waveform display, the vectorscope display, or the production clock.
Q: Aside from the case display, does TriCaster Mini support a second external display for
the Multiview and/or include display outputs for additional external monitors?
Yes and yes. Each TriCaster Mini model includes a DVI port for the Interface monitor, an HDMI
port for the Multiview monitor, and two supplemental display outputs (DVI and video-only HDMI)
for driving additional local monitors—to support a total of four external monitors.
Q: Is TriCaster Mini compatible with other TriCaster control surface models, such as
TriCaster 460 CS, TriCaster 40 CS, or TriCaster 850 TW?
Yes. In addition to the companion TriCaster Mini CS, TriCaster Mini is compatible with all
TriCaster control surface models that are currently available.
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Q: Is the TriCaster Mini CS compatible with other TriCaster models?
Yes. The TriCaster Mini CS is compatible will all TriCaster models currently available.
Q: Is TriCaster Mini compatible with third-party devices and applications from the NewTek
Developer Network?
TriCaster Mini is generally compatible with third-party devices and applications from the
NewTek Developer Network, however compatibility may vary based on specifications and
requirements.
Q: Does TriCaster Mini include SpeedEDIT?
No. SpeedEDIT is not included, nor available as an add-on application for TriCaster Mini.
Q: What kind of case can I carry it in?
TriCaster Mini is small enough to fit into just about any gear bag, backpack or carrying case.
Just be sure to take the proper precautions (like you would with any other A/V gear or electronic
device) when transporting it to ensure that it doesn’t get damaged.
Q: TriCaster Mini seems to be geared towards presentations, conferences and other
applications where mobility is key – does TriCaster Mini have integrated Wi-Fi
capabilities?
TriCaster Mini will support wireless connections using standard Wi-Fi technology. While this
presents an advantage for mobility and ease of use by allowing LANs to be deployed without
cabling, network limitations that are not under TriCaster Mini’s control may be encountered on a
site-by-site basis—for example, bandwidth limitations, cross-interference from access points on
the same channel (or a neighboring one), and even blocked access by others in the area.
Because these network limitations can affect performance when attempting to live stream,
publish or connect to networked devices in a high-density area (such as large corporate
buildings and arenas where many people are operating Wi-Fi access points and other mobile
devices)—a physical cable will provide the most robust streaming connectivity and is strongly
recommended. TriCaster Mini’s built-in Wi-Fi capability should be used only at the operator’s
discretion.
Q: Will TriCaster Mini work with TalkShow?
Yes. TriCaster Mini can be configured to receive Skype video calls from TalkShow and send a
return video feed over IP. TriCaster Mini HD-4sdi also supports direct connection with TalkShow
via SDI.
Q: What is the workflow for recording to external devices?
For the target customer, the most practical option is recording over USB 3.0. TriCaster Mini
includes several USB 3.0 ports on the rear panel and most high-speed external USB 3.0 drive
systems should be suitable for dual-channel capture.
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Q: There is a bracket with thumb screws that comes with TriCaster Mini – what is this for?
The cable retention bracket provides additional cable security and reduces the risk of accidental
disconnects when attached to TriCaster Mini. Mounting and fastening the bracket to TriCaster
Mini is optional.
Q: Can the cable retention bracket be used as a handle?
Yes, the cable retention bracket doubles as a handle. If you intend to use the bracket as a
handle, please mount and fasten the bracket securely to prevent damage to TriCaster Mini.
Q: Will TriCaster Mini run on batteries?
No. TriCaster Mini requires external power for operation.
Q: Does TriCaster Mini support the optional TriCaster Advanced Edition software?
Yes.
Q: Does TriCaster Mini support NDI?
Yes. The current versions of both TriCaster Standard Edition software and TriCaster Advanced
Edition software for TriCaster Mini support NDI.
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VERSION NOTES
•

December 16, 2016
Complete document revision. Initial release.
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